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2 A Year in Pre Prep

Welcome

Foundation is the beginning of a St Faith’s

learning journey which in most cases lasts for

nine years. What an exciting time lies ahead!

The early days at school are crucial for building

children’s confidence, sense of security and

long-lasting friendships. A Foundation

teacher’s role is to forge an understanding of

each child and cherish them for who they are,

guiding and supporting them through all the

challenges and achievements during their first

year. Providing first-hand experiences is key to

developing both curiosity and creativity.

Continuing the work of children’s pre school

settings, here they are able to learn at their

own pace in an environment rich in space,

resources and talented adults. 

St Faith’s Pre Prep is set in its own building

with two separate playgrounds and a

wonderful ‘Wild Place’ to explore, whilst

Giving children plenty
of opportunities to
showcase their skills
and develop
independence is a
wonderful way to
build confidence.  

developing both physical and social skills.

Using a mixture of teacher-directed and child-

initiated lessons, we create the perfect

atmosphere for learning. At this age, we know

that cross curricular learning works best, with

lessons designed to help children make links to

bring the topic to life in an engaging way which

captures their imagination. 

Giving children plenty of opportunities to

showcase their skills and develop

independence is a wonderful way to build

confidence. Throughout Pre Prep each class

devises and performs an assembly for their

parents to attend. When the children move on

to the Prep school at age seven they have built

firm foundations on which to springboard their

next steps. It is this gentle and nurturing

beginning to life at St Faith’s, coupled with a

dynamic curriculum, that equips the children

with a life-long love of learning. The St Faith’s

community is a happy one, with a friendly

inclusive culture. Children are encouraged to

‘Be Their Best Self’ as they learn and grow,

and are encouraged to develop lively, enquiring

minds to equip them for the challenges of the

future. 

This year we were honoured to receive the

prestigious Tes (Times Educational

Supplement) Pre Prep/Prep School of the Year

award. This highly competitive award was a

recognition of our innovation, commitment to

sustainability and excellence in a number of

key areas of school life. Our wide range of

academic and extra-curricular facilities,

alongside our passionate and committed staff,

all contribute to making St Faith’s a special

place to learn.

Mrs Linda Smith 

Head of Pre Prep
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New
Families
Go
Scavenger
Hunting 
At the start of the

academic year, St

Faith’s Parents’

Association (SFPA)

hosted the yearly

Scavenger Hunt.

New Pre Prep

families came along

to enjoy a leisurely

ramble around the

school grounds and

the opportunity to

meet each other in a

relaxed setting. This

lovely event

provides a warm

and positive

atmosphere for new

families to the join

the St Faith’s

community. As one

long-standing St

Faith’s parent and

SFPA member

commented, “the

children and parents

are making friends

for life”.

Year 1 Classes Narrate Their Own Stories 
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Michaelmas Term

Our Year 1 assemblies showcased

what individual classes have been

learning about during the term. One

class highlighted the benefits of

spending time around trees and

woodlands, and the importance of

looking after the environment, while

another class taught us about story

structure using ‘story mountain’. All

Pre Prep assemblies inspire significant

enjoyment and pride from parents,

teachers and fellow pupils who are

welcome to watch.
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        4 Michaelmas Term

Nativities That Foster Our
Pupils’ Personalities
A highlight of the Michaelmas Term at St Faith’s is

always the festive period where Foundation and Year 2

children light up the stage with their musical

productions. This year Foundation performed a musical

interpretation of the Christmas Story, ‘Christmas

Counts’, while Year 2 performed ‘Christmas with the

Aliens’, a modern twist on the nativity story. All

children were dressed in

vibrant costumes and acted

confidently, delivering plenty of

humour that captivated the

audience. Drama productions

assist in developing confidence

from a young age; we involve all

pupils in our productions

allowing each child a chance to

shine.

Christmas In The Pre Prep
The final week of the Michaelmas Term is always fun for

the children and begins with the Christmas Dinner

made by our wonderful catering team. Father Christmas

even made a surprise visit! Pre Prep staff organised a

Christmas party where the children, in their colourful

Christmas sweaters, took part in fun games and

activities including dancing, hula hoop team races

and ball games,

before

coming

together for a

tea party and

to sing

Christmas

songs to our

Catering staff

as a special

thank you. 
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Creating Future Cyclists

Ms Overman, our Pre Prep music teacher,

uses Dalcroze Eurythmics to introduce

children to music making using their whole

bodies, feeling the music through

movement. Once they have identified pulse,

tempo, higher, lower, louder and quieter

sounds, they can build on these strengths to

Every year our Foundation children take part

in an exciting balance bike programme

designed to get children enjoying and

developing the important life skill of cycling.

Taught in 40 minute sessions using bikes

that have no pedals, a specialist teacher

helped the pupils improve their balance,

agility and coordination. After five sessions

our bikers were playing games such as

Mouse Trap and Grandparent’s Footsteps,

which introduced the children to different

control techniques. 

Little Musicians In The Making
start learning about pitch and

rhythm in KS1, using the

Kodaly method. The children

work towards a themed

concert every year from Year

1, which gives them the

opportunity to sing in tune,

perform to an audience, play

instruments as part of an

ensemble and in some

instances learn a string

instrument. There are three

choirs in the Pre Prep with

endless opportunities to sing!

It has been proven that music

teaches many transferable

skills as well as helping with

mental well-being. 
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Lent Term

Healthy Eating With St Faith’s Head Chef
Year 1 spent an afternoon

with our Head Chef, Kevin,

learning about how to make

good food choices. Following

the story of ‘The Very Hungry

Caterpillar’, the children

chose from a variety of fruit

and vegetables which they

arranged into caterpillar

shapes on a tortilla wrap.

There were some very

imaginative designs! They

then wrapped their

caterpillars into ‘cocoons’ and

ate their delicious creations. A

fun and very tasty way to

learn about healthy eating!

If You Could Dress-up As Any Book Character, What Would It Be?
The annual St Faith’s Book Week organised

by our Librarians, Miss Johnson and Mrs

Warren, is full of literary events for the whole

School. Pre Prep had a particularly special

day dressing up as their favourite book

characters! Costumes ranged from

superheroes and animals to famous

book characters; the children and

teachers fully embraced the

event. The day also involved a

visit by local author, Lou Carter.

Her bestselling picture book,

‘There is No Dragon in this

Story’, was read out loud

to our young

bookworms while they acted out

the dragon story with props and

costumes.
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The Musicians Of Bremen

This was the cry to our Foundation pupils

when an actor/Drama teacher visited as

superhero Supa Dupa. Linking perfectly to

the Lent Term topic of superheroes and our

on-going focus as an eco-school,

Stunning costumes, lively music plus

exuberant dancing and jubilant singing, Year

1’s performance of Grimms’ fairy tale, ‘The

Musicians of Bremen’, had it all. The play

followed the fortunes of four animals (a

donkey, dog, cat and rooster), who decided

to become musicians and join a band as

they were no longer wanted by their owners.

‘Calling All Eco-Warriors – Save The World And Reduce Plastic!’
Foundation’s mission was to help save

Planet Earth by stopping the use of so much

plastic! Fortunately by using dance, drama

and singing, their interactive task to help

Such a slick and well-choreographed

production take considerable effort; Year 1

lifted the spirits of all those fortunate

enough to attend. 

solve the crisis was a success! Pupils

learned how to Reduce, Re-use, Recycle,

and how we all have a role in preserving the

Earth’s resources.
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8 Lent Term

Real Life Superheroes Visit St Faith’s

In Pre Prep our Spanish lessons are

carefully tailored and learning is

supported by the use of mime, songs,

flashcards and lots of repetition.

Throughout the year, Foundation were

buzzing with excitement whilst learning

all the tricky Spanish sounds, counting to

20 and learning the colours

Foundation were visited by real life, everyday superheroes, in the form of fire

fighters and the ambulance rescue service in March. There was the predictable

excitement when the bright and flashy engines pulled into the playground.

Classes were given a tour around and inside the vehicles and asked lots of

curious questions. Having a go with the fire engine hose was a very popular

activity! Afterwards the firemen spoke about fire safety and the importance of fire

alarms, while rescue services explained what to do in a serious emergency. 

of the rainbow. Year 1 sessions

focused on farm animals, asking

and answering questions about

name, age and favourite colour,

counting up to 100 and learning

key verbs in Spanish. In their final

year of Pre Prep our Year 2 classes

had a minibeast extravaganza,

learning the names of back

garden critters, big jungle

animals and the children can

now confidently count to 1000!

They are also able to say a

variety of phrases such as

their birth date, where they

live, their eye and hair colour,

etc. 

Spanish Lessons That Are As Simple As Uno, Dos, Tres!
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Summer Term

Little Inventors

For the second consecutive year we celebrated the release of ‘Little

Miss Inventor’ from the ‘Little Miss’ series. In support of their

current topic ‘Kings and Queens’, our Head of Engineering, Dr

Hoyle, first tasked Year 2 pupils with designing and building

defence systems out of recycled materials. Working in teams with a

little support from Year 7 and 8 pupils, Year 2 constructed some

Understanding Global Cultures
Assisted by a number of current

parents, six information stations

allowed for Years 1 and 2 to learn

about the key components of the

Islamic faith. The stations

demonstrated how to read and write in

Arabic, offering pupils the opportunity

to write their own name, whilst others

explained how and where Muslims

pray, and how individuals are

encouraged to make charitable

contributions.

Understanding different religious

 beliefs is an important factor in our

children’s appreciation of their place in

the world, and events such as these

help to really bring the children’s

learning to life in an interactive way.

unique devices for protecting their Kings and Queens from invading

marshmallows! Their inventions included security cameras,

flamethrowers to melt the invading candies and maple syrup

launchers to liquidise them. The final challenge was an individual

task to experiment with diverse designs and construct a royal

carriage. 
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        10 Summer Term

Duck, Duck, Swim!
Once again, Foundation teacher, Mrs

Bates, brought in duck eggs for

Foundation to look after in an incubator.

There was barely a child or teacher who

passed without gazing into the incubator

to see if there were any signs of

hatching. In a period of 3 days, 5 eggs

hatched and it wasn’t long before our

proud Foundation

children introduced their

young ducklings to water

for the first time in our

annual ‘St Faith’s Duck

Launch’! With an excited

audience watching, our 5

brave friends waddled

down their platforms and

entered the water with great

confidence.

Foundation Journey To Paxton Pits
On a very cold and soggy day, Foundation journeyed to Paxton Pits Nature Reserve to take

part in various activities. The unseasonable weather didn’t stop the children from enjoying

the day, splashing about in puddles and getting stuck into nature. Inside a room overlooking

the lake, pupils were given binoculars to spot any wildlife lurking in the surrounding

environment. Afterwards, under the watchful eye of the Foundation staff and parent

volunteers, pupils were given fishing nets to catch pond life and insects, inspect their

catches, and release them safely back into their natural habitat. Using everything they had

learnt throughout the day, their educational visit concluded with a creative task to produce

wild art using nature as their paint brush. 
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Pre Prep Sports Day 
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Years 1 & 2 Travel Back 700 Years

For many parents, the highly

anticipated Pre Prep Sports

Day is the highlight of the year.

Despite dark, gloomy skies

the bright atmosphere

made for a very special

occasion. Our sports field

was alive with parents and

grandparents cheering their

children, although the biggest

cheer of the day came when

we announced that the

parents’ race was cancelled

due to wet conditions! All

children in Pre Prep

participated in a variety of

races ranging from skipping to

hurdles, distances races to the

Everything was very different in

the 13th Century; England was at

war with France and the plague

threatened the lives of

Londoners. These are the times

which Year 1 and Year 2 were

transported back to during their

visit to Hedingham Castle. Men

of arms, archers, servants,

minstrels, monks and the

inhabitants of the castle

taught them first-hand what

life was like in a Norman

castle. Our squires had a

very interactive afternoon

blowing on horn tusks, dressing

up in knight’s armour and

playing a variety of jester

games!   

exciting egg-and-spoon race. The event

was full of energy as pupils chanted

non-stop their team names and

supported each other so sportingly.  
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St Faith’s
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12 Summer Term

Late Stay
And After
School
Activities
St Faith’s has an

abundance of

complimentary

after school

activities for Pre

Prep children.

During the recent

Summer Term

these have

included: Chess,

Come Dine With

Me, String Group,

Cricket, Treble

Voices,  The

Great Outdoors,

Super STEM and

Book Club. The

school has over

80 after school

activities available

each week to

encourage our

children to

explore an

exciting range of

hobbies, sports

and disciplines. 

Playground Rhythms From Around The World

‘Girls and Boys Come Out to Play’

was the theme of the delightful

feast of music by Years 1 and 2 in

their end of year music concert. The

audience were given a bird’s eye

view of the ‘school playground’ as

all the classes, several choirs and

some instrumentalists performed

songs and rhythms depicting

playground life from around the

world. The spectacular finale was a

culmination of each class singing

their pieces but following the same

original beat; it was a truly heart-

warming performance.
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